
If we were alone 

in the universe, 

it would be a big waste

 of space.



INTRODUCTION 

If we were alone in the universe it would be a big waste of space

The pieces arises from the necessity to share, transmit, develop and multiply 
the possibilities of the scenic language generated in the piece Big Bounce, 
the collective’s first piece.

Big Bounce is a scenic proposal that takes on the name of a homonymous 
theory that suggests that we could be living in the first of all universes, but that 
it is equally probable that we would be living in the universe two thousand mil-
lion (or whatever number in an infinite sequence of universes).

In this new proposal, the Big Bouncers Collective revisits the already existent 
materials from Big Bounce in order to play with them again, expand and mul-
tiply them and rediscover their potential. The piece proposes a scenic explo-
sion, doubling the number of performers in order to multiply the possibilities for 
creation of new imagery through bodies that transform, substitute each other, 
contradict each other, generate new realities and new memories, suggesting 
parallel universes that question the idea of origin.



SINOPSIS

If we were alone in the universe, it would be a big waste of space is a piece 

that questions the idea of origin and our place, as a human beings, occiden-

tal women, in the universe we live in.

This proposal invites the audience to imagine parallel realities and reveals 

multiple points of view that one can have about one single fact, image or 

form within the world that we share.



CONCEPT

The evocative potential of the body and speech is in this piece presented 
through the complicity of a group of performers that construct a ficcional time 
frame where the time itself, the meaning and the form are questioned using 
irony, sense of humour and poetic language of the stage set.

If we were alone in the Universe takes as a point of departure historical mo-
ments that are recognisable by most of the population to contrast them, to re-
fute them and to propose other possible versions and visions of a specific fact.

In this piece, six women use word, gesture, dance, repetition, substitution and 
improvisation to create an infinite number of images on stage: from 12 hands 
at Santa Cruz’s Cave in Argentina, to a fight of an homosapiens against a ho-
moneardentalis, a big Big bang, black holes ready to abduct us, perplexed 
spectators, Niel Amstrong falling off the stage, Elvis Presley being born, and an 
abandoned woman in an unmanageable space...

If we were alone in the universe, it would be a big waste of space invites the 
viewer to feel included in the proposal and to be active and to be able to 
play with the same rules and spontaneity as the performers.



THE SCENE

The dramaturgy of this piece it is based on a scripture of jumps in time.
The piece begins in the here and now, n the present that both the performers 
and the audience share, and it slowly travels towards a possible origin of our 
universe: the Big bang. This temporal voyage is constructed combining space, 
body, image and word; and it is all placed on a wide, apparently empty stage. 
Playing with jumping backwards and forwards in time is the conductive thread 
of
the piece. Using the word “RESTART”, and restarting always from different point 
of history and space, the idea of origin is questioned: who decides where we 
start explaining the history of our world from?

This performance also questions historic truths, opening the possibility of other 
outcomes (possible futures) to known facts, making evident how thousands 
of different directions can result from the same point and that this same point 
can also coexist with other thousand points.

The light design accompanies the structure of the piece. In each scene the 
light responds to a specific logic in relation to the piece. In the moment of 
RESTART, for example, the light activates a movement, together with the per-
formers, that reinforces the idea of traveling in time.
The listening between the light technician and performers is indispensable in 
this piece, since a big part of it is constructed with tools of instant composition.

The audience is present and active at all times. From the beginning of the 
performance, the performers invite the spectators to be engaged with direct 
eye contact, which is further supported with the use of light, word, facts that 
are referred to, and especially by making the rules of the game very evident, 
so that each spectator can enter the proposal using his/her imagination and 
play with the same rules as the performers.
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CV OF THE BIG BOUNCERS COLLECTIVE

The Big Bouncers Collective is formed by Anna Rubirola, Cecilia Colacrai and 
Mireia de Querol, all of them independent makers, resident in Barcelona.

They all have an extensive career both as independent creators and as col-
laborators with other artists, as well as in dance pedagogy.
They started working together in May 2012, sharing their interests and devel-
oping a common practice, with the focus on movement research, research 
in creation and the aim of generating a specific working practice.
Since the beginning, the collective has been working in three main fields: 
creation of pieces for stage, performances for non-conventional spaces and 
workshops teaching tools of composition for creation.

Up until now they premiered pieces Big Bounce (2013), Big Bounce Site Spe-
cific (2013), Doppelgänger (2014), I see a spider on the wall (2014), OVNI 
(2017), Acte Reflex (2018), Jungla (2018),  and If we were alone in the Uni-
verse it would be a big waste of space (2019).

The collective was awarded the Sebastià Gasch prize “Aplaudiment a la 
creació emergent”, FAD 2015, for the piece BIG BOUNCE. In 2018 they were 
nominated at the Awards of the critics of performing arts (Catalunya) with 
their piece OVNI as the best national dance performance. 

In 2019 the Mercat de les Flors theatre (Barcelona) invited Big Bouncers to 
present their work within the frame of Constellation programme, showcasing 
their own works as well as work by artists closely connected with the collec-
tive.



CECILIA COLACRAI

Dancer, independent maker and contemporary dance teacher, resident in Barce-
lona since 2002.

She works as an independent artist in collaboration with different artists, such as 
Anna Rubirola and Mireia de Querol within the Big Bouncers Collective; Joao Lima 
and Anna Rubirola in the piece “Morder la lengua”; Group LaBolsa in the piece “The 
measure of disorder” directed by Thomas Hauert and in their current creation “Re-
tratos Errantes”; with Joan Català in the piece 5.102 m/s.

She has collaborated with different artists, such as Emmanuel Grivet, Alexis Eupierre, 
Montse Colomé, Toni Mira, Sebastián García Ferro, Gabriela Barberio, Jorge Al-
buerne and Cultural Association Finmatun, among others.

She has been teaching contemporary dance, improvisation and composition since 
1997 in Argentina and since 2002 in different cities of Europe and Latin America. She 
is currently part of the Teaching Department of the Institut del Teatre of Barcelona 
(CSD).

She was a member of the board of directors of APDC (Association of dance profes-
sionals of Catalonia) between 2011 and 2017, and has been an associated member 
of the spaces for creation La Visiva and La Caldera.

www.ceciliacolacrai.com



Choreographer, dancer and contemporary dance teacher, resident in Barcelo-
na.

She graduated at the BA of Contemporary Dance at the Theatreschool (AHK), 
Holland, 2003-2007. She also completed her studies in Humanities at Universitat 
Autònoma de Barcelona (2001-2008).

Apart from her work as an independent artist, she has been collaborating with 
Anna Rubirola and Cecilia Colacrai within the Big Bouncers Collective since 2012. 
The collective has created several pieces that have been awarded several times: 
BIG BOUNCE won the Sebastià Gasch, Aplaudiment a la creació emergent, FAD 
2015 award and OVNI has been nominated at the Awards of the critics of per-
forming arts (Catalunya) in 2018 as the best national dance performance.
She also collaborates with the Group La Bolsa, with which they created the piece 
The measure of disorder (Festival Grec 2015), directed by Thomas Hauert.
Her own solo work AND ALL THE OTHERS received the 3rd Prize at the Baltic Move-
ment Contest in Gdansk, Poland (June 2011).

As a dancer she worked in several productions with the choreographer and 
dancer Albert Quesada, and with the Cia.Mudances, directed by Angels Marga-
rit. She also worked with choreographers, such as Kenzo Kusuda, Arantxa Sagar-
doy, Angela Lamprianidou and Sebastián García Ferro, among others.

She has been managing the space for creation La Visiva since 2014, and she 
co-directed the Contemporary Dance Festival IN SITU in Arts Santa Mònica (2012-
2016).

She has been teaching contemporary dance, improvisation and composition 
since 2007 in several centres like Tragant Dansa, Eòlia and she is currently part of 
the Teaching Department of the Institut del Teatre of Barcelona (CSD).

www.mireiadequerol.cat

MIREIA DE QUEROL



ANNA RUBIROLA

Independent creator and performer, resident in Barcelona.
Since 2005 she combines the work as a performer with the work on creation, both 
independently and in collaboration with other artists. 

She is currently part of the Big Bouncers collective together with Cecilia Colacrai 
and Mireia de Querol, with which she has created different pieces. Big Bounce re-
ceived the Sebastià Gasch, Aplaudiment a la creació emergent, FAD 2015 award, 
and OVNI was nominated at the Awards of the critics of performing arts (Catalun-
ya) in 2018 as the best national dance performance.
She is also a member of GRUA (Research Group of Artistic Universes) with Pere Fau-
ra and Claudia Solwat. GRUA generates new contexts of artistic exhibition, such as 
“Caravana de Trailers” (Festival Grec/ Festival Sismògraf, Festival TNT), and “Tacet” 
(Festival Grec).
She works in collaboration with Group LaBolsa, with which she has created the 
piece The Measure of  disorder, co-directed with Thomas Hauert, premiered at the 
Festival Grec 2015.
She is currently directing the Poruzsony (The Moving Forest) performance for the 
Polish dance company Pryzmat, that will premiere  in February  2020 in Olsztyn, Po-
land.
She has been managing the space for creation La Visiva since 2014.
She has been collaborating with other creators, such as Pere Faura, Joao Lima, 
Maria Montseny, Mira Calix (London), Vrak ‘Trio (France), Julyen Hamilton and John 
Jasperse.
She worked as a performer in several companies: Àlex Rigola,Tretze són tretze, Sol 
Picó, Array (London), F. & C. Ben AIM (Paris).
She directed physical preparation of actors for theater productions by directors 
Pau Carrió and Àlex Rigola, and created the choreography for the pieces Enric V, 
Hamlet, and Nit de reis by Pau Carrió.
She has been teaching contemporary dance, improvisation and composition 
since 2000 in different national and international centres. She is also a member of 
the Choreography Department of the CSD Institut del Teatre of Barcelona.
#www.annarubirola.wordpress.com



CONTACT
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